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UPCOMING EVENTS
Feb 12: Drama 3/4 One Acts
Dinner at 6 PM
Show starts at 7 PM
Entry is $10
Feb 14: Drama Cougar Time
Valentines Day Party!
Wear pink or red to get in!
Feb 15-16: Drama 2 Soap Operas
7 PM in the Lecture Hall
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Want to know more about the upcoming Soap Operas?
Here are some teasers:
GREEN IS THE NEW BLACK
When Warden Ken Adams's brother loses his prison due to flooding,
they are forced to merge prisoners for America's first ever co-ed
prison. How will the staff and prisoners cope with this
change...especially when people are being MURDERED!
WORKING TITLE
After being blackmailed by the mob, ex-con Abby DeLaney starts
running a TV show, Flatline, into the ground. That is, until a new
assignment comes along.
THE LAST CONTESTANT
Ever heard of the Bachelor? Do you like murder mysteries? The Last Contestant might be
your perfect chance to experience a exciting, captivating thriller that will keep you at the
edge of your seat.

IT'S TIME FOR THE PUPPET
UNIT!
"We get to take all these creative roads with it and everyone's puppets are so different
and hilarious." -Grace Roti
"Every puppet either has a love target or a murder target." -Robbie Boyle
"We get to be as silly and creative as we want, and we get to demonstrate that in
different ways. Overall I'm really happy and excited to see where this unit goes!" -Kayla Burger

One Acts!
ACT 1

ACT 2

Don't Fear the Reaper
21 Chump Street
“Follows a day in the life of “A musical of a high
the Grim Reaper-until he school honors student
gets fired”
who falls for a cute
transfer girl.”***

First Stop: Niagara Falls
“Co-workers throw
a party for pregnant
employee”

II Mio Cuore Spezzato
“A sick cat needs
to be taken to the
vet...again”***

Without Sugar
The Perfect Ending
“Jane shares her
“Mother if planning the
boyfriend problems with PERFECT dinner, but
her best friend”***
the end of the world is
getting in the way”
*** - includes mature themes and language

